We propose a novel system of multi optical trapping tool using a bright soliton pulses propagating within the add/drop optical filter system. The multiplexing signals with different wavelengths of the bright solition are controlled and amplified within the system. The dynamic behavior of bright soliton interaction is analyzed and described. The signal is controlled and tuned to be an optical probe which can be configured as the multi optical tweezers. By using some suitable parameters, we found that the tweezers widths in add/drop at the drop ports are about 18 nm is achieved. Therefore, the generated multi optical tweezers can be amplified within the design system. In application, the optical tweezers train can be trapped light/atom, which can be transmitted and recovered by using the proposed system.
1.Introduction
Optical tweezers technique has become a powerful tool for manipulation of micrometer-sized particles in three spatial dimensions [1] . Initially, the useful static tweezer is recognized, and the dynamic tweezer is now realized in practical work. Typically by using the continuous-wave (cw) lasers, the spatial control of atoms, beyond their trapping in stationary potentials, has been continuously gaining importance in investigations of ultra cold gases and in the application of atomic ensembles and single atoms for cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) and quantum information studies. Recent progress includes the trapping and control of single atoms in dynamic potentials [2] , [3] , the sub-micron positioning of individual atoms with standing-wave potentials [4] , [5] , micro-structured and dynamic traps for Bose-Einstein condensates [6] , [7] , [8] and, as another example, the realization of chaotic dynamics in atom-optics "billiards" [9] , [10] , [11] .
Recently, Matthias et al [12] have shown that the transfer of trapped atoms between two optical potentials could be performed. In this paper, we present a novel system of the optical tweezers storage using a dark-bright soliton pulses propagating within an add/drop optical filter. The multiplexing signals with different wavelengths of the dark solitions are controlled and amplified within the system. The dynamic behaviors of dark bright soliton interaction is analyzed and described. The storage signals are controlled and tuned to be an optical probe which is known as the optical tweezers. The optical tweezers storage is obtained by using the embedded nanoring resonator within the add/drop optical filter system. In application, the optical tweezers can be stored and trapped light/atom, which can be formed the tweezer memory, which is available for long distance link of high density atoms transmission.
Optical Tweezers in the Add/drop Filter
We are looking for a stationary dark soliton pulse, which is introduced into the multistage micro-ring resonators as shown in Fig. 1 [13] . The input optical field (E in ) of the dark soliton pulse input and the add optical fied (E add ) of the bright soliton pulse at add port are given by [14] .
where A and z are the optical field amplitude and propagation distance, respectively. T is a soliton pulse propagation time in a frame moving at the group velocity, T=t 1 z, where 1 When light propagates within the nonlinear material (medium), the refractive index (n) of light within the medium is given by
where n 0 and n 2 are the linear and nonlinear refractive indexes, respectively. I and P are the optical intensity and optical power, respectively. The effective mode core area of the device is given by A eff . For the microring resonator (MRR) and nanoring resonator (NRR), the effective mode core areas range from 0.50 to 0.10 m 2 . When a soliton pulse is input and propagated within a MRR, as shown in Fig. 1 , which consists of a series MRRs. The resonant output is formed, thus, the ormalized output of the light field is the ratio between the output and input fields [E out (t) and E in (t)] in each roundtrip, which is given by 2 2
The close form of Eq. (3) indicates that a ring resonator in this particular case is very similar to a Fabry-Perot cavity, which has an input and output mirror with a field reflectivity, (1 ), and a fully reflecting mirror. is the coupling coefficient, and x=exp( L/2) represents a roundtrip loss coefficient, 0 =kLn 0 and NL =kLn 2 |E in | 2 are the linear and nonlinear phase shifts, k=2 / is the wave propagation number in a vacuum, where L and are waveguide length and linear absorption coefficient, respectively. In this work, the iterative method is introduced to obtain the results as shown in Eq. (3), and similarly, when the output field is connected and input into the other ring resonators.
To retrieve the signals from the chaotic noise, we propose to use the add/drop device with the appropriate parameters. This is given in the following details. The optical circuits of ring-resonator add/drop filters for the throughput and drop port can be given by Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively [13, 14] 
Where E t and E d represent the optical fields of the throughput and drop ports, respectively. = kn eff is the propagation constant, n eff is the effective refractive index of the waveguide, and the circumference of the ring is L=2 R, with R as the radius of the ring. In the following, new parameters will be used for simplification with = L as the phase constant. The chaotic noise cancellation can be managed by using the specific parameters of the add/drop device, and the required signals can be retrieved by the specific users. 1 and 2 are the coupling coefficient of the add/drop filters, k n =2 / is the wave propagation number for in a vacuum, and where the waveguide (ring resonator) loss is = 0.5 dBmm 1 . The fractional coupler intensity loss is = 0.1. In the case of the add/drop device, the nonlinear refractive index is neglected.
By controlling the bright soliton which is input into the add port as shown in Fig. 1 , the dynamic behaviour of optical tweezers is occurred and seen. The used parameters are the add/drop optical filter radius R ad = 15 m, the coupling coefficients 1 = 0.35 and 2 = 0.7, and the dark and bright solitons are generated at the central wavelength 0 = 1.5 m. When the bright soliton propagating into the add/drop system, the dark-bright soliton collision within the add/drop system is occurred as shown in Fig. 2(a)-(b) . The smallest tweezer width (full width at half maximum, FWHM) of 11 nm is obtained. The maximum power is 50 W, which means that the optical tweezers probe in the form of intense field, i.e. potential well is formed, which can be used to trap/confine atom/light. The dark soliton valley dept, i.e. potential well, is changed when it is modulated by the trapping energy (dark-bright solitons interaction) as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The trapping of photon within the dark well is occurred and seen. The recovery of trapped atom/photon can be obtained by using the dark-bright soliton conversion behavior, which is well analyzed by Sarapat et al. [13] , where the trapped photon or molecule can be released an seen separately from the dark soliton pulse, in practice, in this case the bright soliton is become alive and seen. 
Multi Optical Tweezers in the Add/drop Filter
The schematic diagram of the multi optical tweezers is designed and shown in Fig. 3 . In operation, the system are include three of add/drop optical filter. The used parameters are the add/drop optical filter radius R ad1 = R ad2 = R ad3 = 300 m, the coupling coefficients 1 = 0.9, 2 = 0.5, 3 = 0.9, 4 = 0.38, 5 = 0.9, and 6 = 0.38. In the system design, the bright soliton pulse is input into the input port and add port through the system. The output intensity ( 1 t I ) at throughput port is expressed by 
The output intensity ( 2 t I ) at drop port is The multi optical tweezers signals within the add/drop system is as shown in Fig. 4 . We found that the tweezer widths at the drop ports is 0.21 nm. The tweezers in the form of potential wells are seen, which can be used for atom/molecule trapping. The potential well dept (peak valley) can be controlled by adjusting the system parameters, for instance, the bright soliton input power and the coupling coefficients. The potential well of the tweezers is tuned to be the single well. In application, the optical tweezers in the design system can be tuned and amplified as shown in Fig. 4 . Therefore, the tunable optical tweezers can be controlled by the bright soliton collision within the add/drop optical system by adjusting the parameters of the input power at the input and add ports. The maximum of output power at the drop port with the optical power of 2.8 W is seen.
Conclusion
We have shown that the dynamic optical tweezers can be generated by using dark and bright solitons collision control within the add/drop filter. The multi optical tweezers can be performed by adding the add/drop filter within design system. By using the reasonable dark-bright soliton input power, the dynamic optical tweezers can be generated and controlled. The smallest tweezer width (full width at half maximum, FWHM) of 11 nm and 0.21 nm are obtained. The maximum power of 50 W and 2.8 W are obtained for single and multi optical tweezers respectively. In application, such a behavior can be used to confine the suitable size of light pulse or molecule, which can be employed in the same way of the optical tweezers. But in this case the terms dynamic probing is become the realistic function. Moreover, the trapped pulse, which is available for high density long distance transmission.
